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Report Highlights
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Mar 06
Jupiter Conjunct Asc
Exact
(Enter: 03/01/12 Exact: 03/06/12 Leave: 03/11/12)
****
You will benefit from taking a more inward direction, turning away from the outward world a
bit and allowing new ideas and information to filter through. A career point, after which you should
let go a bit and expect a little regeneration.
Transit
(Taurus 1st )
Mar 06
Jupiter Enter First
Exact
(Enter:
Begin
Date
Exact:
03/06/12
Leave: End Date)
*****
A period emphasizing an enhanced sense of personal possibility and potential has just begun.
This is a time of tremendous psychological growth, which can lead to great personal success if you
follow through with it. (You might also find that you'll put on the pounds if you aren't careful.)
Secondary Progression
(Leo 5th )
Apr 14 Moon Enter Fifth
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/12 Leave: End Date)
****
Lovers, children, and other people or things dear to your heart are emphasized at this period in
your life. Being appreciated and admired for your gifts and talents is a powerful need. Taking
chances can bring big rewards.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 19 Jupiter Conjunct Mars
Exact
(Enter: 04/14/12 Exact: 04/19/12 Leave: 04/23/12)
****
Things are happening, and your career or path depends upon your own ambition and drive,
which are strong now. Able to use good common horse-sense, you can feel trends and make the
right moves. A time to get ahead by taking action.
Secondary Progression
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 26 Mercury Conjunct Asc
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/26/12)
****
Writing, speaking, and studying play a big role in your life at this time. Being able to put your
thoughts into words becomes very important, and you may find that you're better at it than usual
now. Sales ability is pronounced, and enhanced interest in financial matters can lead to profitable
exchanges. A brother or sister may be especially close to you in some way now.
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Aquarius 5th-11th)
May 04
Moon Opposite Mercury
Exact
(Enter:
04/05/12
Exact:
05/04/12
Leave:
06/02/12)
***
There is a very strong emphasis on resolving emotional differences and tensions at this time in
your life. Relationships with the public (and women in particular) are highlighted, and can turn out
well only if you are sensitive to the needs of others. Communication is the key: each must know
what the other wants and needs, and respect it - otherwise things fly apart.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 08
Jupiter Conjunct Saturn
Exact
(Enter: 05/04/12 Exact: 05/08/12 Leave: 05/12/12)
****
A time to buckle down and consolidate your career. Your organizational abilities and sense of
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responsibility will be what guides you and proves successful. Your career could assume a much
more determined and solid form. A firm foundation.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Virgo 1st-6th)
May 20
Sun Trine Neptune
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
You tend to get over-emotional about ideas and ideologies at a time like this, letting feelings get
the upper hand over good sense. It's all very well to be in touch with your feelings - but not if it
means you end up being "touched in the head." Travel and communications seem to be the answers
to your problems - but sometimes knowing more doesn't answer the questions that really count, and
it doesn't matter where you go if you come home to the same old thing. New perspectives and new
ways of thinking need to be developed.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Aquarius 1st-10th)
May 20
Sun Trine Moon
Exact
(Enter:
05/20/12
Exact:
05/20/12
Leave: 11/13/12)
***
A tension between head and heart, mind and body: that's the issue now, and you can resolve it if
you're open to the ideas and feelings of others. There's a need for new information, fresh opinions
and alternative options; now is the time to cultivate input of this sort.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 20
Sun Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
All things new, unusual, and ahead of their time are likely to have a big emotional impact on
you now. This is likely to manifest in terms of close relationships and your sense of personal
security - areas where change is likely to catch you off-guard if you're not very alert. Unusual
people (perhaps the eccentric-genius or social-reformer type) can create a lot of emotional energy
that has a big effect on you now.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 26
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/22/12 Exact: 05/26/12 Leave: 05/31/12)
****
A time to take risks and dare to be a little unconventional. You will prosper through new
insights, inventions, and an independent point of view. Your career could open up by taking the
road less travelled by, daring to be the oddball... new approaches.
Lunar Eclipse
(Sagittarius-Gemini 8th-2nd)
Jun 04
Moon Opposite Jupiter
Exact
(Enter:
06/04/12
Exact:
06/04/12
Leave:
11/28/12)
***
Philosophical, religious, or legal conflicts can be a real handful now. Avoid such situations as
much as possible. Settle up front rather than dragging things through to the bitter end - you'll be
glad you did. Travel, education, advertising, and broadcasting may present difficulties.
Transit
(Gemini 1st )
Jun 11
Jupiter Enter Gemini
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/11/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Facilitating the transfer of ideas and information takes on a special priority for you now.
Writing, studying, and communicating play a bigger role in your life as a result. The belief that
well-informed people will make the right decisions becomes an article of faith. Just remember:
sometimes people know the right thing to do and STILL do something different!
Transit
(Gemini 2nd )
Jul 20
Jupiter Enter Second
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/20/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before you
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now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a tendency to
emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the things you own, own you
instead.
Transit
(Gemini-Gemini 2nd-2nd)
Aug 08
Jupiter Conjunct Jupiter
Exact
(Enter:
08/02/12
Exact:
08/08/12
Leave:
End Date)
****
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are
almost tailor-made and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities abound, and
you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
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Report for February
Transit
(Virgo-Capricorn 6th-10th)
Feb 13
Mars Trine MC
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 02/13/12)
***
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
Transit
(Virgo 5th )
Feb 15
Mars Re-Enter Fifth
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/15/12 Leave: End Date)
****
You're coming into a creative and competitive phase now, one in which you want to be admired
and appreciated for what you do and who you are. A lover or child becomes a focal point in your
life. Romance and such creative pursuits as hobbies are an outlet for much of your energy.
Transit
(Taurus-Leo 12th-4th)
Feb 19
Jupiter Square Pluto
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 02/19/12)
****
This could be a difficult situation. Your career and path to success seem to be running counter
to your need for change and self-growth. Job requirements may stifle your sensitivity, hold you
back from growing. Tread this one with care.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 5th-1st)
Feb 22
Mars Trine Mars
Exact
(Enter: 02/19/12 Exact: 02/22/12 Leave: 02/25/12)
***
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of business.
Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Transit
(Capricorn-Taurus 9th-1st)
Feb 26
Pluto Trine Asc
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 02/26/12)
*****
You express great intensity and passion in the way you appear and express yourself to others.
You almost transfix those who meet you with your fixedness and sense of power.
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March - Monthly Highlights
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Mar 06
Jupiter Conjunct Asc
Exact
(Enter: 03/01/12 Exact: 03/06/12 Leave: 03/11/12)
****
You will benefit from taking a more inward direction, turning away from the outward world a
bit and allowing new ideas and information to filter through. A career point, after which you should
let go a bit and expect a little regeneration.
Transit
(Taurus 1st )
Mar 06
Jupiter Enter First
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/06/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
A period emphasizing an enhanced sense of personal possibility and potential has just begun.
This is a time of tremendous psychological growth, which can lead to great personal success if you
follow through with it. (You might also find that you'll put on the pounds if you aren't careful.)
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Report for March
Transit
(Taurus-Aquarius 12th-10th)
Mar 02
Jupiter Square Venus
Exact
(Enter: 02/26/12 Exact: 03/02/12 Leave: 03/08/12)
****
Career decisions that point to real success may go against your sense of values. You may not be
able to appreciate this particular way or road to success. The way life is going may seem to ignore
much of what you love and appreciate.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Mar 06
Jupiter Conjunct Asc
Exact
(Enter: 03/01/12 Exact: 03/06/12 Leave: 03/11/12)
****
You will benefit from taking a more inward direction, turning away from the outward world a
bit and allowing new ideas and information to filter through. A career point, after which you should
let go a bit and expect a little regeneration.
Transit
(Taurus 1st )
Mar 06
Jupiter Enter First
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/06/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
A period emphasizing an enhanced sense of personal possibility and potential has just begun.
This is a time of tremendous psychological growth, which can lead to great personal success if you
follow through with it. (You might also find that you'll put on the pounds if you aren't careful.)
Transit
(Virgo-Gemini 5th-2nd)
Mar 09
Mars Square Jupiter
Exact
(Enter: 03/06/12 Exact: 03/09/12 Leave: 03/11/12)
***
Your emotional drive and sense of things may be at odds with your best interests, the way to
proceed. You could make some bad decisions, be too generous, or squander your resources.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 5th-1st)
Mar 18
Mars Trine Asc
Exact
(Enter: 03/15/12 Exact: 03/18/12 Leave: 03/21/12)
***
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of energy
and come across as assertive and dominant.
Transit
(Aries-Leo 12th-4th)
Mar 19
Uranus Trine Pluto
Exact
(Enter: 03/01/12 Exact: 03/19/12 Leave: 04/05/12)
*****
A time of sudden insights (maybe jolts) into some of the most sensitive and vulnerable areas of
your inner self and psychology. Breakthroughs regarding inner growth and transformation. A time
during which you reach new levels in understanding life and death.
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April - Monthly Highlights
Secondary Progression
(Leo 5th )
Apr 14 Moon Enter Fifth
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/12 Leave: End Date)
****
Lovers, children, and other people or things dear to your heart are emphasized at this period in
your life. Being appreciated and admired for your gifts and talents is a powerful need. Taking
chances can bring big rewards.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 19 Jupiter Conjunct Mars
Exact
(Enter: 04/14/12 Exact: 04/19/12 Leave: 04/23/12)
****
Things are happening, and your career or path depends upon your own ambition and drive,
which are strong now. Able to use good common horse-sense, you can feel trends and make the
right moves. A time to get ahead by taking action.
Secondary Progression
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 26 Mercury Conjunct Asc
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/26/12)
****
Writing, speaking, and studying play a big role in your life at this time. Being able to put your
thoughts into words becomes very important, and you may find that you're better at it than usual
now. Sales ability is pronounced, and enhanced interest in financial matters can lead to profitable
exchanges. A brother or sister may be especially close to you in some way now.
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Report for April
Secondary Progression
(Leo 5th )
Apr 14 Moon Enter Fifth
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/12 Leave: End Date)
****
Lovers, children, and other people or things dear to your heart are emphasized at this period in
your life. Being appreciated and admired for your gifts and talents is a powerful need. Taking
chances can bring big rewards.
Transit
(Taurus-Aquarius 1st-11th)
Apr 14 Jupiter Square Mercury
Exact
(Enter: 04/10/12 Exact: 04/14/12 Leave: 04/18/12)
****
Your ideas may not agree with the direction your career is taking. The price of success could
mean that ideas and methods of communication you are happy with get ignored or set back. You
may feel that you cannot communicate your thoughts.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 19 Jupiter Conjunct Mars
Exact
(Enter: 04/14/12 Exact: 04/19/12 Leave: 04/23/12)
****
Things are happening, and your career or path depends upon your own ambition and drive,
which are strong now. Able to use good common horse-sense, you can feel trends and make the
right moves. A time to get ahead by taking action.
Secondary Progression
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
Apr 26 Mercury Conjunct Asc
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/26/12)
****
Writing, speaking, and studying play a big role in your life at this time. Being able to put your
thoughts into words becomes very important, and you may find that you're better at it than usual
now. Sales ability is pronounced, and enhanced interest in financial matters can lead to profitable
exchanges. A brother or sister may be especially close to you in some way now.
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May - Monthly Highlights
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Aquarius 5th-11th)
May 04
Moon Opposite Mercury
Exact
(Enter: 04/05/12 Exact: 05/04/12 Leave: 06/02/12)
***
There is a very strong emphasis on resolving emotional differences and tensions at this time in
your life. Relationships with the public (and women in particular) are highlighted, and can turn out
well only if you are sensitive to the needs of others. Communication is the key: each must know
what the other wants and needs, and respect it - otherwise things fly apart.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 08
Jupiter Conjunct Saturn
Exact
(Enter:
05/04/12
Exact:
05/08/12
Leave:
05/12/12)
****
A time to buckle down and consolidate your career. Your organizational abilities and sense of
responsibility will be what guides you and proves successful. Your career could assume a much
more determined and solid form. A firm foundation.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Virgo 1st-6th)
May 20
Sun Trine Neptune
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
You tend to get over-emotional about ideas and ideologies at a time like this, letting feelings get
the upper hand over good sense. It's all very well to be in touch with your feelings - but not if it
means you end up being "touched in the head." Travel and communications seem to be the answers
to your problems - but sometimes knowing more doesn't answer the questions that really count, and
it doesn't matter where you go if you come home to the same old thing. New perspectives and new
ways of thinking need to be developed.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Aquarius 1st-10th)
May 20
Sun Trine Moon
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
A tension between head and heart, mind and body: that's the issue now, and you can resolve it if
you're open to the ideas and feelings of others. There's a need for new information, fresh opinions
and alternative options; now is the time to cultivate input of this sort.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 20
Sun Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
All things new, unusual, and ahead of their time are likely to have a big emotional impact on
you now. This is likely to manifest in terms of close relationships and your sense of personal
security - areas where change is likely to catch you off-guard if you're not very alert. Unusual
people (perhaps the eccentric-genius or social-reformer type) can create a lot of emotional energy
that has a big effect on you now.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 26
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/22/12 Exact: 05/26/12 Leave: 05/31/12)
****
A time to take risks and dare to be a little unconventional. You will prosper through new
insights, inventions, and an independent point of view. Your career could open up by taking the
road less travelled by, daring to be the oddball... new approaches.
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Report for May
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Aquarius 5th-11th)
May 04
Moon Opposite Mercury
Exact
(Enter: 04/05/12 Exact: 05/04/12 Leave: 06/02/12)
***
There is a very strong emphasis on resolving emotional differences and tensions at this time in
your life. Relationships with the public (and women in particular) are highlighted, and can turn out
well only if you are sensitive to the needs of others. Communication is the key: each must know
what the other wants and needs, and respect it - otherwise things fly apart.
Transit
(Taurus-Capricorn 1st-10th)
May 05
Jupiter Trine MC
Exact
(Enter:
05/01/12
Exact:
05/05/12
Leave: 05/09/12)
****
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 08
Jupiter Conjunct Saturn
Exact
(Enter: 05/04/12 Exact: 05/08/12 Leave: 05/12/12)
****
A time to buckle down and consolidate your career. Your organizational abilities and sense of
responsibility will be what guides you and proves successful. Your career could assume a much
more determined and solid form. A firm foundation.
Transit
(Libra-Aquarius 6th-11th)
May 11
Saturn Trine Sun
Exact
(Enter: 04/27/12 Exact: 05/11/12 Leave: 05/30/12)
****
A time during which circumstances bend to your will and things have a way of working out
smoothly. Here is a real opportunity to complete and work out difficulties and projects that require
both long-term effort and a high degree of discipline.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 5th-1st)
May 12
Mars Trine Asc
Exact
(Enter: 05/08/12 Exact: 05/12/12 Leave: 05/15/12)
***
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of energy
and come across as assertive and dominant.
Transit
(Taurus-Aquarius 1st-11th)
May 18
Jupiter Square Sun
Exact
(Enter: 05/13/12 Exact: 05/18/12 Leave: 05/22/12)
****
You may be experiencing a bit of a crunch as your career direction (and path to success)
squares off against your more personal interests. This may be a real test for you. Be careful not to
blow an opportunity for success.
Transit
(Aries-Aquarius 12th-10th)
May 19
Uranus Sextile Venus
Exact
(Enter: 04/27/12 Exact: 05/19/12 Leave: 06/24/12)
*****
A time during which you discover new and different reasons or ways to enjoy and appreciate
life. A kind of mini-revolution may find you altering your value system, allowing you to like new
things. A new approach to love and compassion.
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Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Virgo 1st-6th)
May 20
Sun Trine Neptune
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
You tend to get over-emotional about ideas and ideologies at a time like this, letting feelings get
the upper hand over good sense. It's all very well to be in touch with your feelings - but not if it
means you end up being "touched in the head." Travel and communications seem to be the answers
to your problems - but sometimes knowing more doesn't answer the questions that really count, and
it doesn't matter where you go if you come home to the same old thing. New perspectives and new
ways of thinking need to be developed.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Aquarius 1st-10th)
May 20
Sun Trine Moon
Exact
(Enter:
05/20/12
Exact:
05/20/12
Leave: 11/13/12)
***
A tension between head and heart, mind and body: that's the issue now, and you can resolve it if
you're open to the ideas and feelings of others. There's a need for new information, fresh opinions
and alternative options; now is the time to cultivate input of this sort.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 20
Sun Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
All things new, unusual, and ahead of their time are likely to have a big emotional impact on
you now. This is likely to manifest in terms of close relationships and your sense of personal
security - areas where change is likely to catch you off-guard if you're not very alert. Unusual
people (perhaps the eccentric-genius or social-reformer type) can create a lot of emotional energy
that has a big effect on you now.
Solar Eclipse
(Gemini-Leo 1st-4th)
May 20
Sun Sextile Pluto
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/20/12 Leave: 11/13/12)
***
Fate sends opportunity your way if you listen to your instincts and give your natural sense of
curiosity a free rein. Travel and education can help uncover some of the answers that will give you
the power or advantage you seek now: don't cut yourself off from such experiences. Mass
communications can be financially rewarding in some way - think about advertising, broadcasting,
publishing, and such.
Transit
(Virgo-Gemini 5th-2nd)
May 23
Mars Square Jupiter
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/12 Exact: 05/23/12 Leave: 05/25/12)
***
Your emotional drive and sense of things may be at odds with your best interests, the way to
proceed. You could make some bad decisions, be too generous, or squander your resources.
Transit
(Taurus-Taurus 1st-1st)
May 26
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 05/22/12 Exact: 05/26/12 Leave: 05/31/12)
****
A time to take risks and dare to be a little unconventional. You will prosper through new
insights, inventions, and an independent point of view. Your career could open up by taking the
road less travelled by, daring to be the oddball... new approaches.
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June - Monthly Highlights
Lunar Eclipse
(Sagittarius-Gemini 8th-2nd)
Jun 04
Moon Opposite Jupiter
Exact
(Enter: 06/04/12 Exact: 06/04/12 Leave: 11/28/12)
***
Philosophical, religious, or legal conflicts can be a real handful now. Avoid such situations as
much as possible. Settle up front rather than dragging things through to the bitter end - you'll be
glad you did. Travel, education, advertising, and broadcasting may present difficulties.
Transit
(Gemini 1st )
Jun 11
Jupiter Enter Gemini
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/11/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Facilitating the transfer of ideas and information takes on a special priority for you now.
Writing, studying, and communicating play a bigger role in your life as a result. The belief that
well-informed people will make the right decisions becomes an article of faith. Just remember:
sometimes people know the right thing to do and STILL do something different!
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Report for June
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Taurus 5th-1st)
Jun 03
Moon Square Mars
Exact
(Enter: 05/05/12 Exact: 06/03/12 Leave: 07/03/12)
***
Tension and challenges abound: now is the time to decide and act, because preserving the status
quo will no longer cut the mustard. Relationships with family members and dealings with the
public are likely to be a special focus for this, and change is in the air.
Lunar Eclipse
(Sagittarius-Gemini 8th-2nd)
Jun 04
Moon Opposite Jupiter
Exact
(Enter: 06/04/12 Exact: 06/04/12 Leave: 11/28/12)
***
Philosophical, religious, or legal conflicts can be a real handful now. Avoid such situations as
much as possible. Settle up front rather than dragging things through to the bitter end - you'll be
glad you did. Travel, education, advertising, and broadcasting may present difficulties.
Lunar Eclipse
(Sagittarius-Aquarius 8th-11th)
Jun 04
Moon Sextile Mercury
Exact
(Enter: 06/04/12 Exact: 06/04/12 Leave: 11/28/12)
***
Getting your point across to others - and understanding what they REALLY mean when they
communicate with you - is a weak link in your life-chain at the moment. Notice where things of
this nature go wrong, and address the problem areas with all due consideration - thus turning a
liability into an asset. A lack of information can hold you back, so educate yourself to what's
happening.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 5th-1st)
Jun 07
Mars Trine Mars
Exact
(Enter: 06/04/12 Exact: 06/07/12 Leave: 06/09/12)
***
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of business.
Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Transit
(Taurus-Virgo 1st-6th)
Jun 08
Jupiter Trine Neptune
Exact
(Enter: 06/04/12 Exact: 06/08/12 Leave: 06/13/12)
****
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could be.
Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group cooperation and
communion (mass images) could further your career.
Transit
(Gemini 1st )
Jun 11
Jupiter Enter Gemini
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/11/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Facilitating the transfer of ideas and information takes on a special priority for you now.
Writing, studying, and communicating play a bigger role in your life as a result. The belief that
well-informed people will make the right decisions becomes an article of faith. Just remember:
sometimes people know the right thing to do and STILL do something different!
Transit
(Virgo 6th )
Jun 12
Mars Enter Sixth
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/12/12 Leave: End Date)
****
A period when you take your work more seriously than usual has just begun. A lot of energy
goes into getting things scheduled and organized. The nail that sticks up gets hammered down.
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Transit
(Gemini-Aquarius 1st-10th)
Jun 15
Jupiter Trine Moon
Exact
(Enter: 06/11/12 Exact: 06/15/12 Leave: 06/20/12)
****
Your home environment, friends, and surroundings in general get facilitated and receive
encouragement. Your work or career is in real harmony with the rest of your life. You could gain
from subordinates or younger people during this time.
Transit
(Virgo-Capricorn 6th-10th)
Jun 15
Mars Trine MC
Exact
(Enter:
06/13/12
Exact:
06/15/12
Leave: 06/17/12)
***
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 6th-1st)
Jun 17
Mars Trine Saturn
Exact
(Enter: 06/15/12 Exact: 06/17/12 Leave: 06/19/12)
***
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 6th-1st)
Jun 26
Mars Trine Uranus
Exact
(Enter: 06/24/12 Exact: 06/26/12 Leave: 06/28/12)
***
You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new ideas,
a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.
Transit
(Gemini-Leo 1st-4th)
Jun 30
Jupiter Sextile Pluto
Exact
(Enter: 06/25/12 Exact: 06/30/12 Leave: 07/05/12)
****
You may find that both your personal growth and your career may depend upon how you can
handle the very sensitive psychological material that may be coming up now. You will benefit from
analytical insights, getting to the heart of things. Penetrating.
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July - Monthly Highlights
Transit
(Gemini 2nd )
Jul 20
Jupiter Enter Second
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/20/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before you
now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a tendency to
emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the things you own, own you
instead.
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Report for July
Transit
(Virgo-Virgo 6th-6th)
Jul 02
Mars Conjunct Neptune
Exact
(Enter: 06/30/12 Exact: 07/02/12 Leave: 07/04/12)
***
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less mundane.
A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
Transit
(Libra 6th )
Jul 03
Mars Enter Libra
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/03/12 Leave: End Date)
****
"I'm giving you a definite maybe" - that's the motto of the cycle you're now entering. It's a time
of refinement and tact, of an urge to please others that is so strong as to make it hard to decide or
act for fear of offending someone. You'll quickly learn to balance this out, or you'll discover that
there is no peace in compromise - and this can be tough on close relationships. The trick is to find
the win-win solution to the no-win situation - and if anyone's ever up to it, you are now.
Transit
(Libra-Aquarius 6th-10th)
Jul 05
Mars Trine Moon
Exact
(Enter: 07/03/12 Exact: 07/05/12 Leave: 07/06/12)
***
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You are very
motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially from younger persons, if you
become too aggressive.
Transit
(Capricorn-Taurus 9th-1st)
Jul 06
Pluto Trine Asc
Exact
(Enter: 05/25/12 Exact: 07/06/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
You express great intensity and passion in the way you appear and express yourself to others.
You almost transfix those who meet you with your fixedness and sense of power.
Transit
(Libra-Leo 6th-4th)
Jul 11
Mars Sextile Pluto
Exact
(Enter:
07/09/12
Exact:
07/11/12
Leave: 07/12/12)
***
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating, even oppressive, to yourself and
others.
Transit
(Gemini-Aquarius 1st-10th)
Jul 16
Jupiter Trine Venus
Exact
(Enter: 07/11/12 Exact: 07/16/12 Leave: 07/21/12)
****
You may find yourself more than a little acquisitive, and your current appreciation for just
about everything may lead you to overspend, indulge too much. You will make career gains by
your ability to sense quality and choose accordingly.
Transit
(Libra-Aquarius 6th-10th)
Jul 16
Mars Trine Venus
Exact
(Enter: 07/15/12 Exact: 07/16/12 Leave: 07/18/12)
***
Your desires are strong, and you will want to enjoy yourself. Romance is very possible. There
is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
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Secondary Progression
(Taurus-Leo 12th-4th)
Jul 18
Sun Square Pluto
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/18/12 Leave: End Date)
***
A need to re-evaluate and transform is a factor to be reckoned with in your life at this time.
Change is a must, and you can make the changes that will metamorphose your life if you act with
courage and conviction. (If you continue with the status quo, you'll likely find it to be fraught with
problems.) This is a time for paying off debts of all kinds - karmic as well as financial.
Transit
(Gemini 2nd )
Jul 20
Jupiter Enter Second
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/20/12 Leave: End Date)
*****
Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before you
now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a tendency to
emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the things you own, own you
instead.
Transit
(Libra-Gemini 6th-2nd)
Jul 24
Mars Trine Jupiter
Exact
(Enter: 07/22/12 Exact: 07/24/12 Leave: 07/25/12)
***
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all the
drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open and clear.
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